Plus One Codes Updated November 2019

Plus-one codes for the “STRUCTURE FIRE MODULE, BUILDING STATUS” code menu:
2A - Illegal residential conversion
2B – Overcrowding

Plus-one codes for amusement ride fires for amusement piers with stationary rides, or mobile rides (not buildings), used as fixed structures for the BASIC MODULE, INCIDENT TYPES

123A - Fire in a mobile building used as an amusement ride.

137A- Open amusement ride on wheels/trailer.
(For fires on stationary rides mounted permanently to the boardwalk/pier use Incident Type “112 – Fires in structures other than in a building”)

BASIC MODULE, PROPERTY USE:

129A- Amusement Piers; indoor/outdoor, except arcade

129B- Boardwalk, ramps, and other elevated pedestrian walk

Additional Plus One Codes for BASIC MODULE, INCIDENT TYPES:
142M Mulch Fire
243A Sparklers/Novelty Devices

Please be sure to add the Plus-One codes to the correct code list menus throughout the system.
If you need assistance adding Plus-One codes to your NFIRS Software, please call your software vendor.